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CONSTITUTION

A. CLASSIFIED PART
GENERAL WORKS ON CONSTITUTION

1. MILL (John Stuart)
   Considerations on Representative Government.
   London, Longmans, 1819
   V:2
   A61

2. KINNER (John Boyd)
   Principles of civil Government.
   London, Smith, Elder, 1887
   V:2
   B7

3. MARRIOTT (John AR)
   Mechanism of the modern state:
   A treatise on the science and art of Government.
   London, OUP, 1927
   V:2
   F7

4. STRONG (C F)
   Modern political constitutions:
   An introduction to the comparative study of their history and existing form.
   London, Sidgwick and Jackson, 1963
   V:2
   G0

5. FINER (Herman)
   Theory and practice of modern Governments. 2V.
   London, Methuen
   V:2
   G2

6. LLEWELLYN (K N)
   Constitution as an institution.
   Columbia Law Review, 1934
   V:2
   G4

7. MCILWAIN (C M)
   Constitutionalism and the changing World: collected papers.
   Cambridge, University Press, 1969
   V:2
   G9

8. MCILWAIN (Charles Howard)
   Constitutionalism: Ancient and modern.
   V:2
   H0

9. WHEARE (K C)
   Modern constitutions
   Oxford Paperbacks University series.
   London, Oxford University Press, 1967
   V:2
   J1

10. BALL (Alan R)
    Modern politics and Government.
    London, Macmillan, 1971
    V:2
    L1

11. ROBERTSON (K G)
    Public secrets: A study in the development of Government secrecy.
    London, Macmillan, 1982
    V:2
    M2

12. FRANCK (Thomas M)
    Comparative constitutional process: cases and materials:
    Fundamental rights in the common law of Nations.
    London, Sweet and Maxwell, 1968
    V:5
    K8

13. HENKIN (Louis)
    Rights of Man today
    London, Stevens, 1978
    V:5
    K8

14. HAYEK (F A)
    Law Legislation and Liberty:
    A new statement of the liberal principles of Justice and political economy. 3V.
    V:5
    L9

15. PEASLEE (Ames J)
    Constitutions of nations:
    Compilations of the texts of the constitutions of various nations of the world together with summaries, annotations, bibliographies and comparative tables. 3V.
    Concord, Rumford Press, 1950
    V1:2K
    JO

16. WILSON (Woodrow)
    State: Elements of historical and practical politics.
    London, D. C. Heath, 1919
    V1:2
    E9

17. RANNEY (Austin)
    Governing of men.
    V1:2
    J8

18. JACOBS (Walter Darnell) and ZINK (Harold)
    Modern Governments
    Princeton, Van Nostrand, 1967
    V1:2
    J8

19. MUHAMMEDKUNJU (M)
    Viswarasra bharanakhadanakal
    (విశ్వరాస్ర భారనకాధనకలు)
    Kottayam, N.B.S., 1960
    V1:2
    32KO
20. SHARMA (Indra D)
Modern constitutions
at work.
Bombay, Asia, 1962
V1:2
K2

21. ROBSON (William)
Governors and the
Governed.
London, Allen and Unwin, 1964
V1:2
K4

22. FRIED (Robert C)
Comparative political
Institutions
London, Macmillan, 1966
V1:2
K6

23. FENTON (Edwin), etal
Comparative political system
V1:2
K7

24. VILE (M J C)
Constitutionalism and the
separation of powers
V1:2
K7

25. WRIGHT (F J)
Introduction to the study
of Democratic Government
London, Barrie and Rocklife, 1967
V1:2
K7

26. WOLF-PHILLIPS (Leslie), Ed.
Constitutions of modern
states. Selected Texts and Readings.
New York, Frederic, 1968
V1:2
K8

27. GUPTA (B B)
Comparative study of Six
living constitutions.
New Delhi, Sterling Publishers
V1:2
L4:1

28. MAARSEVEEN (Henc Van) and TANG
(Ger van der)
Written constitutions: A computerized
Comparative study.
New York, Oceana, 1978
V1:2
L8

29. ROMESH CHANDRA GHOSH
Constitutional documents of the
major Islamic states.
Lahore, Muhammad, 1947
V1 (Q7):2
H7

30. KEETON (George W), Ed.
British commonwealth:
The development of its
Laws and the constitution
14V.
London, Stevens and sons.
V1 N 48:2: (Z)
J5

31. MOGI (Sobi)
Problems of federalism: A study
in the history of political
theory.
London, Allen and Unwin, 1931
V1:12
G1

32. KARVE (D G)
Federations: A study in
comparative politics.
Madras, OUP, 1932.
V1:12
G2

33. WHEARE (K C)
Federal Government.
London, OUP, 1967
V1:12
H6

34. LIVINGSTON (William)
Federalism and constitutional change.
London, OUP, 1956
V1:12
J6

35. ROCKEFELLER (Nelson A)
Future of federalism
Cambridge, HUP, 1962
V1:12
K2

36. DUCHACEK (Ivo D)
Comparative federalism:
The territorial dimension of politics.
New York, Holt, Rinehart,
1970.
V1:12
LO

37. HICKS (Ursula K)
Federalism: Failure and
success: A comparative
study.
V1:12
L8

38. BOOGMAN (J C) and PLATT
(G N. Vander)
Federalism: History and current
significance of a form of Government
Hague, Martinus, 1980
V1:32
MO

CONSTITUTION OF INDIA

39. RANA (M S)
Writings on Indian
Constitution 1861-1972
Delhi, IBB, 1973
V2:2a
L3

40. INDIA, CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY
Draft constitution of India
Prepared by the drafting committee
New Delhi, the author, 1948
V2:2n
H8
41. CONSTITUTION OF INDIA:
Photographed at the survey
of India offices. Dehra Dun
from the original calligraphed
by Prem Behari Narain Raizada
and Illuminated by Shri Naudalal
Bose and other artists of
santiniketan, visvabharati.
V2:2n

42. INDIA
Constitution of India.
(As modified upto 1st January
to mark the 25th Anniversary
of Independence.
New Delhi, the author, 1973
V2:2n

43. INDIA
Bharath Ki Samvidhan
(Hindi version of the
commemorative edition)
New Delhi, the author, 1973
V2:2n

44. INDIA, LAW (Min. of)
Indiayude Bharanakhatana
(இந்தியசுகு ஓளை சங்கம்)
New Delhi, the author, 1974
V2:2

45. INDIA
Intthiya arachiyaalamaiyru
(Tamil Translation of the
Constitution of India)
Madras, Govt. Press, 1951
V2:2n

46. GWYER (Maurice) and APPADORAI (A)
Speeches and documents on the
Indian Constitution; 2V.
London, OUP, 1957
V2:2v

47. MENON (V P)
Outline of Indian
Constitutional history
V2:2v

48. SHIVA RAO (B)
Framing of India’s constitution:
A study and select documents. 5V.
New Delhi, IPA.
V2:2v

49. MUNSHI (K M)
Indian constitutional
documents 2V.
V1. Pilgrimage to freedom
(1902-1950)
V2. Munshi papers
Bombay, B.V.B. 1967
V2:2v

50. MANSERGH (Nicholas), Ed.
Transfer of power 1942-7
Constitutional relations
Between Britain and India.
V2. Quit India 30 April-21 September 1942
V3. Reassertion of authority.
Gandhi’s fast, and the succession to the
vice royalty. 21 September 12 June 1943
V4. Bengal famine and the new
Viceroyalty 15 June 1943—31 August
1944.
V5. Simla conference Background and
proceedings 1 September 1944-28 July 1945
V6. Post-war phase: Now moves by the
Labour Government 1 August 1945—22
March 1946
V7. Cabinet Mission 23 March-29 June 1946
V8. Interim Government 3 July—1
November 1946
V9. Fixing of a time limit 4 November
1946—22 March 1947
London, HMSO, 1970
V2:2v

51. BANERJEE (Anil Chandra)
Constitutional history of India 3V.
V1. 1600-1858
V2. 1858-1919
V3. 1919-1977
New Delhi, Macmillan, 1977
V2:2

52. INDIA
Papers relating to constitutional reform
in India. Calcutta, the author, 1908
V2:2

53. MUKHERJII (Panchanandas), Ed.
Indian constitutional documents
(1600-1918). 2V.
Calcutta, Thacker, 1918.
V2:2

54. NARENDRA NATH LAW
Aspects of ancient Indian polity
London, OUP, 1921
V2:2

55. ILBERT (Courtenay) and MESTON
New constitution of India:
(Rhodes Lectures)
London, University of London, 1923
V2:2

56. JAYASWAL (K P)
Hindu polity: A constitutional history of
India in Hindu Times Calcutta,
Butterworth, 1924.
V2:2

57. SAPRE (B G)
Growth of Indian Constitution and
administration, Sanghi, the author, 1924
V2:2

58. SAPRU (Tej Bahadur)
Indian constitution Madras, NSO, 1926
V2:2
59. NEHRU (Motilal), Chairman
Report of the committee appointed by the conference to determine the principles of the Constitution of India.
Allahabad, AICC, 1928
V2:2

60. SIVASWAMY AIYER (P S)
Indian constitutional problems, Bombay, Taraporevala, 1928
V2:2

61. COX (Philip)
Beyond the white paper:
A discussion of the evidence presented before the joint select committee on Indian constitutional Reform.
London, Geor Allen, 1934
V2:2

62. EDDY (J P) and LAWTON (F H)
London, Macmillan, 1938
V2:2

63. DUNCAN (Arthur)
India's New constitution London,
Figurehead, 1956
V2:2

64. BOSE (S M)
Working constitution in India:
V2:2

65. COUPLAND (R)
Constitutional problem in India.
London, OUP, 1944
V2:2

66. SAPRU (Tej Bahadur), comp.
Constitutional proposals of the sapru committee. Moradabad, Sapru committee, 1945
V2:2

67. AMBEDKAR (B.R)
States and minorities: What are their rights and how to secure them in the constitution of free India.
Bombay Thacker and Co.,
V2:2

68. GADGIL (D R)
Some observations on the Draft constitution, Poona, GIPE, 1948
V2:2

69. KRISHNASWAMI AIYAR (Alladi)
V2:2

70. GUPTA (Madan Gopal)
Aspects of Indian constitution,
Allahabad, CBD 1960
V2:2

71. PYLEE (M V)
V2:2

72. RAU (B N)
India's constitution in the making.
Bombay, Orient Longman, 1960
V2:2

73. MORRISJONES (W H)
Government and politics of India.
London, Hutchinson, 1964
V2:2

74. MENON (V P)
Montagu-Chelmsford reforms Bombay, BVB, 1965
V2:2

75. AIYAR (S P) and SRINIVASAN (R)
Studies in Indian democracy Bombay, Allied, 1965
V2:2

76. KATTU (K N)
Republic of India: Constitution and Government Bombay, Asia, 1966
V2:2

77. AUSTIN (Granville)
Indian constitution:
Cornerstone of a nation London, OUP, 1966
V2:2

78. SANTHANAM (K)
Weaker aspects of the Indian constitution Ahmedabad, HLPS, 1967
V2:2

79. PYLEE (M V)
India's constitution Bombay, Asia, 1967
V2:2

80. SETLVAD (M C)
Indian constitution (1950-65) Bombay, university, 1967
V2:2

81. SHELAT (J M)
Spirit of the constitution Bombay, BVB, 1967
V2:2

82. BOMBWALL (K R) and
CHAUDHRY (L P), Ed.
Aspects of 'democratic government and politics in India.
Delhi, Atma Ram, 1968
V2:2
83. SHARMA (M P)
Government of the Indian Republic
Allahabad, Kitab mahal, 1968
V2:2
K8

84. HARDGRAVE (Robert L)
India: Government and politics in a
developing nation.
New York, Harcourt, 1975
V2:2
L0

85. GAJENDRAGADKAR (D B)
Secularism and the constitution of India
Bombay, University of Bombay, 1971
V2:2
L1

86. ASOK CHANDA
Under the Indian sky.
Bombay, Nachiketa, 1971
V2:2
L1

87. GUPTA (D C)
Indian Government and politics.
Delhi, Vikas, 1972
V2:2
L2

88. HEGDE (K S)
Directive principles of state policy in the
constitution of India.
(B N Rau memorial Lecture 2)
New Delhi, ICPS, 1972
V2:2
L2

89. MUKHARJEE (P B)
Elemental problems of the Indian
constitution (Baulohai Desai Memorial
Lectures 1) 1972
New Delhi, ICPS,
V2:2
L2

90. CHHABRA (G S)
Indian constitutional system: 1974 to
present day Jullundur, New Academic,
1975
V2:2
L3

91. PALKHIVALA (N A)
Our constitution defaced and defiled.
Delhi, Macmillan, 1974
V2:2
L4

92. INDIAN LAW INSTITUTE (New Delhi)
Constitutional developments since
independence: selection of papers
presented at the seminar organised by
ILI from April 19-22, 1973
New Delhi, the author 1975
V2:2
L5

93. PARAS DIWAN and PAM RAJPUT
Constitution of India New Delhi, Sterling,
1979.
V2:2
L9

94. BHARDWAJ (R K)
Democracy in India
New Delhi, National, 1980
V2:2
M0

95. HANS RAJ
Constitution of India:
Indian Government and politics.
Delhi, Surjeet, 1981
V2:2
M1

96. KRISHNAN EZHUTHIACHAN (E K)
Bharanaghadanakkku Oru Bhashym
(பொருமை கண்டுபிடித்து ஒரு பேச்சு)
Kottayam, S.P.C.S.
V2:2
32 M1

97. KASHYAP (Subash C)
Jawaharlal Nehru: the constitution
New Delhi, Metropolitan, 1982
V2:2
M2

98. MONTAGU (Edwin S) and
CHELMSFORD
Report on Indian constitutional Reforms.
London, HMSO, 1918
V2:2 'N18t
E8

99. INDIA
Government of India's despatch of March
5th, 1919 and connected papers: First
despach on Indian constitutional Reforms.
Calcutta, the author, 1919
V2:2 'N19
E9

100. INDIA
Franchise committee and the committee
on division of Functions. Fourth
despach on Indian constitutional Reforms
(Division of Functions) Revised Lists of
All-India provisional and transferred
subjects. Fifth despatch on Indian
constitutional Reforms (Franchises)
Calcutta, the author, 1919
V2:2 'N19
E9

101. INDIA
Despatch on proposals for constitutional
Reform dated 20th September 1930
London, HMSO 1930
V2:2 'N30
G0

102. GREAT BRITAIN,
INDIAN CONSTITUTIONAL REFORM
(Joint committee on)
Report. 2V
London, HMSO, 1934
V2:2 'N34
G4

103. MOOKERJEE (S P)
Parliamentary speeches on the
constitution Amendment bill: First
Amendment, 1951.
Calcutta, Mukherjee, 1951
V2:2 'N51
J1
104. DIWAN (Paras)
Indian constitutional Amendments: From first to forty second.
New Delhi, Oxford, 1980
V2:2 'N57-78 M0

105. PARAS DIWAN
Abrogation of Forty-second Amendment: Does our constitution need a second look.
New Delhi, Sterling 1978
V2:2 'N76 L8

106. RAJEEV DHAVAN
Amendment: Conspiracy or Revolution
Allahabad, Wheeler, 1978
V2:2 'N76 L81

CONSTITUTIONAL LAW OF INDIA

107. VENKOB RAO (K)
Indian Constitution Madras, MDH, 1948
V2:2 (Z) H8

108. BASU (Durgadas)
Commentary on the constitution of India: Being a comparative treatise on the universal principles of justice and constitutional government with special reference to the organic instrument of India:
Calcutta, S.C. Sarkar, 1965
V2:2 (Z) J0

109. CHITALEY (D V) & RAO (Appu)
Constitution of India with exhaustive analytical and critical commentaries. (A.I.R. Commentaries). 5V.
Bombay, A.I.R., 1970
V2:2 (Z) J4

110. ALEXANDROWICZ (Charles Henry)
Constitutional Developments in India. London, O.U.P., 1957
V2:2:(Z) J7

111. SEN (D K)
Comparative study of the Indian Constitution. 2V.VI. General principles and organization V2. P1. citizenship and Franchise P2. Fundamental rights
V2:2:(Z) KO

112. JAIN (M P)
Indian Constitutional Law.
Bombay, Tripathi, 1962
V2:2:(Z) K2

113. SEERAVI (H M)
Constitutional Law of India: A critical commentary 3V.
Bombay, Tripathi, 1975
V2:2:(Z) K71

114. MUKHARJI (P B)
Critical problems of the Indian constitution
(Chimanlal setalvad Lectures November 1966)
Bombay, University, 1967
V2:2:(Z) K8

115. ATCHUTHERN PILLAI (P S)
Law of the Indian constitution.
Trivandrum, Rajan Brothers. 1981.
V2:2:(Z) L2

116. HARI CHAND
Amending process in the Indian constitution.
New Delhi, Metropolitan, 1972
V2:2:(Z) L2

117. PATABALLA (Sanyasi Raju)
Constitutional Law versus the Legislatures.
Hyderabad, the author, 1975
V2:2:(Z) L5

118. BASU (Durgadas)
Constitutional Law of India.
New Delhi, Prentice Hall, 1977
V2:2:(Z) L9

119. SHUKLA (V N)
Constitution of India
Ed by D. K. Singh
Lucknow, Eastern, 1979
V2:2:(Z) L9

120. BASU (Durga Das)
Shorter constitution of India. Ed8.
New Delhi, Prentice Hall, 1981
V2:2:(Z) M1

121. VENKATA SUBBARAO (G C)
Legislative powers in Indian constitutional Law
Hyderabad, Law Academy, 1982
V2:2:(Z) M2

FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS

122. RAMASWAMY (M)
Fundamental Rights.
New Delhi, ICWA, 1946
V2:5 H6

123. BANERJEE (D N)
Our Fundamental Rights: As Judicially determined.
Calcutta, World Press, 1960
V2:5 K0
124. MUKHARJI (P B)  
Civil Liberties  
(Raman and Lectures of the Calcutta University 1965)  
Bombay, Tripathi, 1968  
V2:5  

125. SANTHE (S P)  
Fundamental Rights and amendment of the Indian constitution.  
Bombay, University, 1968  
V2:5  

126. AIYAR (S P) and SRINIVASAN (R)  
Society and the citizen  
Bombay, Somaiya, 1969.  
V2:5  

127. SINGHVI (L M), Ed.  
Horizons of freedom.  
New Delhi, ICPS, 1969  
V2:5  

128. CHATURVEDI (R G)  
State and Rights of men.  
New Delhi, Metropolitan, 1971.  
V2:5  

129. SINGHVI (L M), Ed.  
Fundamental Rights and constitutional amendment  
New Delhi, ICPS, 1971  
V2:5  

130. AIYAR (S P) and RAJU (S V)  
Fundamental Rights and the citizen.  
Bombay, Academic, 1972  
V2:5  

131. SAROJINI REDDY (P)  
Judicial Review of Fundamental Rights.  
New Delhi, National, 1976  
V2:5  

132. MATHEW (K K)  
Democracy, equality and freedom. ed. by Upendra Baxi.  
V2:5  

133. RAMACHANDRAN (V G)  
Fundamental rights and constitutional remedies. 3V.  
Lucknow, Eastern, 1959  
V2:51:(Z)  

134. MALIK (Surendra)  
Fundamental Rights cases complete judgments of Kesavananda Bharati, Golak Nath, Sajjan Singh and Sankari Prasad cases.  
Lucknow, Eastern, 1973  
V2:5:(Z)  

135. PANIKKAR (K M)  
Introduction to the study of the relations of Indian States with the Government of India with Illustrative documents and appendices.  
London, Martin Hopkinson, 1927  
V2:12  

136. RAMASWAMI AIYAR (C P)  
Federal idea  
Mysore, Government Press, 1928  
V2:12  

137. KERALA PURA  
Working of dyarchy in India 1919-1928.  
Bombay, Taraporevala, 1928  
V2:12  

138. HASKAR (K N) and PANIKKAR (K M)  
Federal India.  
London, Martin Hopkinson, 1930  
V2:12  

139. AMBEDKAR (B R)  
Federation versus Freedom.  
DUNE, GIPE, 1939  
V2:12  

140. GANDHI (M K)  
Indian states problem  
Ahmedabad, Navajivan, 1941  
V2:12  

141. GOKHALE (S M)  
Indian states and the cabinet mission plan  
Baroda, the author, 1947  
V2:12  

142. INDIA, STATES (Min of)  
White paper on Indian states.  
New Delhi, the author 1950  
V2:12  

143. MENON (V P)  
Story of the integration of Indian states.  
Bombay, Orient Longman, 1956  
V2:12  

144. MENON (V P)  
Transfer of power in India.  
Bombay, Orient Longman, 1957  
V2:12  

145. AMAL RAY  
Tension areas in India's federal system  
Calcutta, world press, 1970  
V2:12
146. SANTHANAM (K)
   Union states relations in India.
   Bombay, Asia, 1960
   V2:12

147. AYAR (S P) and USHA MEHTA, Ed.
   Essays on Indian Federalism.
   V2:12

148. ASOK CHANDA
   Federalism in India: A study of union state relations.
   V2:12

149. AMAL RAY
   Inter-Governmental relations in India: A study of Indian federalism.
   Bombay, Asia, 1966.
   V2:12

150. HAQQI (S A H)
   Union state relations in India.
   Meerut, Meenakshi, 1967
   V2:12

151. BOMBWALL (K R)
   Foundations of Indian federalism.
   Bombay, Asia, 1967
   V2:12

152. WEINER (Myron), Ed.
   State politics in India.
   New Jersey, princeton, 1968
   V2:12

153. SINGHVI (L M)
   Union state relations in India.
   New Delhi, ICPA, 1969.
   V2:12

154. JAIN (S N), et al, Ed.
   Union and the states Delhi, ICPS, 1972
   V2:12

155. MAHESWARI (B L)
   Centre state relations in the seventies.
   Calcutta, Minerva, 1973
   V2:12

156. SHARMA (J N)
   Union and the states: A study in fiscal relations
   New Delhi, sterling, 1974
   V2:12

157. VENKATARANGAIYA (M)
   and SHIVIAH (M)
   Indian federalism
   New Delhi, Arnold-Heineman, 1975.
   V2:12

158. MAHESWARI (Shriram)
   State Governments in India.
   V2:12

159. MATHEW KURIAN (K)
   and VARUGHHESE (P N)
   Centre state relations.
   New Delhi, Macmillan, 1981
   V2:12

160. BALRAJ PURI
   New Delhi, sterling, 1981
   V2:12

161. FRANDA (Marcus F)
   West Bengal and the Federalizing process in India.
   Princeton, University, 1968
   V2:12

162. INDIAN INSTITUTE OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (New Delhi)
   Organisation of the Government of India.
   Bombay, Somaiya, 1971
   V2:28

163. MAHESWARI (Shriram)
   Open Government in India.
   New Delhi, Macmillan, 1981
   V2:28

PRESIDENT AND THE GOVERNORS IN INDIA

164. MUNSHI (K M)
   President under the Indian constitution
   Bombay, BVB. 1963
   V2,1

165. MISRA (R N)
   President of the Indian Republic
   Bombay, Vora, 1965
   V2,1

166. CHATURVEDI (R G)
   President and the council of Ministers.
   New Delhi, ICPS, 1971
   V2,1
167. ISMAIL (M M)  
President and the Governors in the Indian constitution  
V2, 1  
L2

168. PANDIT (H N)  
Prime Minister's President: A new concept on trial  
New Delhi, S. Chand, 1974  
V2, 1  
L4

169. MAHESWARI (Shriram)  
President's rule in India.  
New Delhi, Macmillan, 1977  
V2, 1  
L7

170. DAS (B C)  
Prelude to the presidency in India.  
New Delhi, Ashish, 1977  
V2, 1  
L71

171. DHAVAN (Rajeev)  
President's rule in the states.  
Bombay, Tripathi, 1979.  
V2, 1  
L9

172. QUARAISHI (Zaheer Masood)  
Struggle for Rashtrapati Bhavan: A study of presidential elections.  
Delhi, Vikas, 1973  
V2, 1:91  
L3

173. PRAKASA  
State governors in India.  
Meerut, Meenakshi, 1986.  
V2, 12  
K6

174. PURUSHOTTAM SINGH  
Governor's office in independent India.  
V2, 12  
K8

175. GURUMUKH NIHAL SINGH  
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